HIGHLIGHTS
CROATIA
PULA:
• Roman Amphitheatre
ZAGREB:
• Zagreb Cathedral • Lotrscak Tower
• Ban Jelacic Square • St Mark’s Church
• Our Lady of the Stone Gate
DUBROVNIK:
• City Walls • Rector’s Palace
• Onofrio’s Fountain
SPLIT:
• Diocletian’s Palace
• Diocletian’s Mausoleum
ZADAR:
• Sea Organ • Monument to the Sun
• Church of St. Donatus
• St Anastasia's Cathedral • Lion's Gate
PLITVICE:
• Plitvice Lakes National Park

BOSNIA
SARAJEVO:
• Old Town • Sebilj Fountain
• Latin Bridge • Sarajevo War Tunnels
MOSTAR:
• Stari Most
• Koski Mehmed Pasha Mosque

SLOVENIA
LJUBLJANA:
• Ljubljana Castle • Pentagonal Tower
• Cathedral of St Nicholas
• Preseren Square • Old Town
BLED:
• Lake Bled
POSTOJNA:
• Postojna Cave

ITALY
VENICE:
• Noventa di Piave Designer Outlet

MEALS
• 10 Breakfasts, 8 Lunches, 8 Dinners
• Specialty Meals: Roasted Duck Dinner,
Seafood Risotto Lunch, Roasted Pork
Lunch, Trout Fish Lunch

ACCOMMODATION
• 10 Nights 4* Hotel Stay

13D Best of Croatia,
Slovenia & Bosnia

(ESJJ13)

DAY 1

Singapore ✈ Venice

- Meal on Board Assemble at Singapore changi Airport for our
ﬂight to Venice, Italy.

DAY 2

Venice - Pula

- Dinner Upon arrival, we travel to Pula, a lively Roman
Outpost, The star of the show is the remarkably
well-preserved Roman Amphitheatre, smack in
the heart of the city, this 1st Century Roman
Amphitheatre, overlooking
the
harbour
northeast of the old town. Built entirely from
local limestone, the amphitheatre, known
locally as the Arena, was designed to host
gladiatorial contests, with seating for up to
20,000 spectators.

DAY 3

Pula - Zagreb

- Breakfast, Lunch, Roasted Duck Dinner This morning, we make our journey to Zagreb,
capital city of Croatia. The guided walking tour
of Zagreb includes the Upper and Lower Town
with stops at the Zagreb Cathedral, Lotrscak
Tower, Ban Jelacic Square, St Mark's Chruch
and Our Lady of the Stone Gate.

DAY 4

Zagreb - Sarajevo

- Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner Today, we will travel to Sarajevo, capital city of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, one of the most
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historically interesting and varied cities in
Europe. We will visit the Old Town, Latin
Bridge and Sebilj Fountain - a popular meeting
place for the locals. Enjoy an insider tour of the
Sarajevo War Tunnels. During the siege of the
city in the early 1990s,the tunnel was
constructed by the Bosnian Army in order to link
neighbourhoods in the city of Sarajevo. This
allowed food, war supplies and humanitarian
aid to come into the city, and people to get out.

DAY 5

Sarajevo - Mostar Dubrovnik

- Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner After breakfast, we travel to Mostar. It is known
for the iconic Stari Most or Old Bridge, a
reconstructed medieval-arched bridge. The
nearby alleys are full of shops and market stalls.
There will also be a picture stop at Koski
Mehmed Pasha Mosque. Continue our journey
to Dubrovnik.

DAY 6

Dubrovnik

- Breakfast Begin our day with a guided walking tour of
Dubrovnik and see the City Walls. These
powerful walls are the ﬁnest in the world and
Dubrovnik's main claim to fame. Next, see the
Rector's Palace - a palace in the city of
Dubrovnik that used to serve as the seat of the
Rector of the Republic of Ragusa and it was also
the seat of Minor Council and the state
administration. Lastly, visit the Onofrio's
Fountain, one of Dubrovnik's most famous
landmarks. It was built in 1438 as part of a

water-supply system that involved bringing
water from a well 12km away.

DAY 9

DAY 7

- Breakfast, Roasted Pork Lunch, Dinner Today, we will travel to Plitvice with stop at the
Plitvice Lakes National Park, listed in UNESCO
World Heritage List. Enjoy the breeze walk
through wooden foot path bridges with
breath-taking view of the 16 coloured lakes and
waterfalls. Thereafter, we will travel to Ljubljana,
capital city of Slovenia.

Dubrovnik - Split

- Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner Split is busy and big it's Croatia's second largest
city, but it remains one of the Adriatic's most
vibrant port cities stunningly located between
mountains and sea. As the economic and
cultural centre of the Dalmatian Coast Split is
bustling with islanders who ﬂock into the city.
We will visit Diocletian's Palace which is one of
the most imposing Roman ruins in existence
and where you'll spend most of your time while
in Split, This is the city's living heart. Split's
octagonal-shaped cathedral was originally built
as Diocletian's Mausoleum, encircled by 24
columns, that is almost completely preserved to
this day.

DAY 8

Split - Zadar

- Breakfast, Seafood Risotto Lunch, Dinner This morning, continue our journey to Zadar.
Experience the intriguing Sea Organ, an
experimental musical instrument, which plays
music through sea waves and tubes located
underneath a set of large marble steps. Photo
stops followed next at the Monument to the
Sun, Church of St.Donatus, St Anastasia's
Cathedral and Lion's Gate.

Zadar - Plitvice - Ljubljana

DAY 10

Ljubljana - Bled - Ljubljana

- Breakfast, Lunch, Chinese Dinner After breakfast, photo stops at Ljubljana Castle
and the Pentagonal Tower, which offer some of
the most beautiful views of the city. Be immense
by the beauty of Cathedral of St Nicholas,
easily recognizable landmark of the city with its
green dome and twin towers. Stroll along
Preseren Square, it is part of the Old Town
pedestrian zone and a major meeting point,
where festivals, Ljubljana carnival, concerts,
sports, political, and protest events take place.
In the afternoon, you will take a scenic drive
throughthe Slovenian countryside to Lake Bled,
which has one of the largest natural lake in
Slovenia. It was formed approximately 14,000
years ago due to the glacial geology of the Alps.
Thereafter, we will travel back to Ljubljana.

Note:
1. In the event of local religious festivals, unforeseen circumstances and/or bad weather
conditions, the sequence of the itinerary may be changed or altered. Alternative attractions
will be substituted without prior notice and/or at short notice in order to ensure a smoother
journey and tour.
2. All bookings will be subjected to terms and conditions as stipulated in this brochure.
3. Admission and entrance ticket will be included when specified.
4. Minimum group size of 20 passengers is required for a confirmed departure. Group size of
19 and below will solely be at the discretion of ASA Holidays and passengers need to accept
the arrangement.
5. Tour is conducted in English.
6. All hotel ratings are based on local standards. In the event that accommodation in the stated
hotel is unavailable, it will be replaced by another hotel of similar standards.
7. During major events, accommodation may not be in the city mentioned

DAY 11

Ljubljana - Postojna Venice

- Breakfast, Trout Fish Lunch This morning, we travel to Postojna Cave which
is the largest Karst cave in Slovenia with as much
as 24 km of underground tunnels. It has a very
long standing 'tourist tradition' and even today
it is one of the most visited natural landmarks in
Slovenia. Your tour will start with a drive into the
cave by a little train and then proceed on foot
with
a
guide. Stalactites, stalagmites,
underground halls and other rock formations
are truly amazing. In the afternoon, we will travel
to Venice and shop at leisure at great bargain
discounts with lots of designer labels at the
Noventa di Piave Designer Outlet.
Note: Factory outlet visit is subject to opening days/times

DAY 12

Venice ✈ Singapore

- Breakfast, Meal on Board Free at own leisure before you will be
transferred to the airport for the ﬂight back
ﬂight back to Singapore. We hope that you had
a memorable vacation with ASA Holidays.

DAY 13

Arrive in Singapore

8. ASA Holidays recommends you to buy travel insurance for your travel to ensure coverage.
9. All flights are subject to change without prior notice.
10. In the event of discrepancies between English and Chinese itinerary, please refer to the
English version.
11. Room types are based on the run of the house and allocated by respective hotels. ASA
Holidays will not be responsible for the differences of the room allocated.
12. Participation in optional tours will be at passenger's own choice and expenses.
13. Participants need to be properly attired when visiting places of religious worship. ASA
Holidays will not be responsible for refusal of entry. Should places of religious worship be
closed to public due maintenance and/or by local authority and/or religious event, there will
be no replacement.
14. Package price excludes Europe City Tax ranging Euro $1-$5 per city per day. All passengers
are required to pay upon checking in at the respective hotels.
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